The aim of this paper is to provide a survey on the recently obtained results which are useful in time response analysis of fractional-order control systems. In this survey, at first some results on error signal analysis in fractional-order control systems are presented. Then, some previously obtained results which are helpful for system output analysis in fractionalorder control systems are summarized. In addition, some results on the analysis of the control signal and the system response to the load disturbances in fractional-order control systems are reviewed.
Introduction
Nowadays, no one can deny the effective role which has been played by fractional-order dynamics in design and practice of control systems. Although the first ideas about benefiting from fractional-order dynamics in control system design go back to more than half a century ago [8] , [66] , [36] , [37] , design and practice of fractional-order control systems have gained increasing attention from the control system community in the past two c 2014 Diogenes Co., Sofia pp. 440-461 , DOI: 10.2478/s13540-014-0179-z decades. In these years by considering the fractional calculus as a powerful tool for generalizing the structure of traditional controllers [58] , some popular and simple structures have been proposed for fractional-order controllers (For example, fractional-order PID controllers [46] [22] and their subclasses, i.e. fractional-order PI and PD controllers [33] , [26] , different generations of CRONE controllers [41] , [27] , [28] , fractional-order phaselead/lag compensators [39] , [65] , [49] , etc). Also, different methods have been presented for design and tuning of these controllers (For example, [34] , [42] , [5] , [44] , and [68] ). Moreover, more advanced control techniques such as smith predictor control [18] , [50] , sliding mode control [15] , [69] , optimal control [7] , [12] , adaptive control [31] , [1] , and model predictive control [13] , [4] have been generalized by using the fractional calculus concepts. Till now, fractional-order controllers have been applied in many practical applications such as control of hard disk drive servo systems [35] , control of cement milling processes [16] , suppression of chaos in chaotic electrical circuits [64] , control of power electronic converters [9] , control of composite hydraulic cylinders [70] , control of irrigation canals [19] , and so on.
Fractional-order dynamics not only have enhanced the traditional controllers, but also has provided an enriched environment for modeling and identification of real-world systems [40] , [17] , [20] . Using fractional-order dynamics in modeling and identification of practical systems brings about achieving more precise models for describing the behavior of these systems [10] , [21] . Clearly, the performance of a control system can be improved if its controller is designed based on a more precise model of the process. This is another influence of the fractional-order dynamics in improving the performance of traditional control systems.
Due to the increasing interest in design of fractional-order control systems, these systems have been analyzed in literature from different aspects of view. The aim of this paper is to present a survey on the results recently obtained on time response analysis of fractional-order control systems. This paper is organized as follows. Some preliminaries are given in Section 2. In Section 3, some results on error signal analysis in fractionalorder systems are reviewed. Section 4 is devoted to presenting some results which are useful in analysis of the system output in a fractional-order control system. Also, additional results on analysis of control signal and system response to load disturbances are summarized in Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6. Figure 1 shows the structure of a unity negative feedback control system. In this linear time invariant control system, the plant and the controller are respectively described by transfer functions G(s) and C(s). Also, r, u, and y respectively denote the reference input, the control signal, and the system output. Moreover, e = r − y is the error signal in the aforementioned control system. The closed-loop transfer function in the control system of Figure 1 is given by Figure 1 . A unity negative feedback control system Fractional-order linear time invariant control systems can be described by fractional-order transfer functions in the form
Preliminaries
where the positive constants α 1 , α 2 , ..., α n−1 , α n , and β 1 , β 2 , ..., β m−1 , β m are real numbers. In these control systems, at least one of the plant or the controller is described by a fractional-order transfer function. T (s) in (2.1) is called a commensurate order transfer function if α is found such that
In such a case if α ∈ Q, T (s) is also called a rational order transfer function [51] .
Some results on error signal analysis
This section is devoted to reviewing the results previously obtained based on the analysis of the error signal in fractional-order control systems. To this end, at first useful definitions in the analysis of the steady-state error in fractional-order control systems are presented in Subsection 3.1. Then, asymptotic behavior of the error signal in a fractional-order system is investigated in Subsection 3.2. Finally, Subsection 3.3 discusses about the boundedness of the integral performance indices in fractional-order control systems.
Type number and error constants
Consider the simple fractional-order control system shown in Figure 1 . The type number of this control system is defined based on its steady-state error (i.e. lim t→∞ e(t)) for a class of reference inputs. This definition, restated from [59] , is as follows. where c is a non-zero finite constant.
If the control system shown in Figure 1 is a type γ system, its loop transfer function has the following form
whereÑ (s) = 0 andD(s) = 0 [59] . Also, in such a case the difference of the numerator and the denominator in the closed-loop transfer function (Equation (2.2)) is divisible by s γ . Let the error constant K r in the control system of Figure 1 be defined as
where r ≥ 0 (It is worth mentioning that K 0 , K 1 and K 2 indicate the position, the velocity, and the acceleration error constants, respectively [14] ). Considering this definition, the steady-state error of the control system of Figure 1 , where the reference input is r(t) = t λ for t ≥ 0 is given by
Asymptotic behavior
Fractional-order control systems whose type numbers are more than zero track step reference inputs with a zero steady-state error. The following theorem reveals the asymptotic behavior of the error signal in these control systems where the reference input is a step signal.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the control system of Figure 1 is a rational order system of type number γ > 0, and the reference input r(t) in this control system is a step signal. In this case, the signal error e(t) tends to zero like
Otherwise, e(t) tends to zero faster than t −γ like functions.
Theorem 3.1 can be proved based on the proof presented for Theorem 2 in [57] . Also, a special form of Theorem 3.1 has been stated in [54] .
Boundedness of integral performance indices
The performance of control systems having zero steady-state errors can be evaluated by integral performance indices [14] . Moreover, different controller design and tuning methods have been proposed for minimizing these performance indices [29] , [67] , [48] . Some of the well-known integral performance indices are as follows.
Integral of Absolute Error (IAE):
IAE = ∞ 0 |e(t)|dt; (3.5)
Integral of Squared Error (ISE):
ISE = ∞ 0 e(t) 2 dt; (3.6)
Integral of Time-weighted Absolute Error (ITAE):
IT AE = ∞ 0 t|e(t)|dt; (3.7)
Integral of Time-weighted Squared Error (ITSE):
The above-mentioned indices are special cases of the following general integral performance index [54] 
The error of a fractional-order control system for a step reference input contains exponential and non-exponential modes [3] . Due to the existence of non-exponential modes, the integral performance indices in fractionalorder control systems may be infinite. The following theorem reveals the conditions guaranteeing the boundedness of integral performance indices in fractional-order control systems. Figure 1 is a rational order system of type number γ > 0, and the reference input r(t) in this control system is a step signal. In this case, the general performance
Theorem 3.2. ([54]) Assume that the control system of
Although Theorem 3.2 has been proved in [54] for fractional-order control systems with unrepeated poles, it can be easily extended for fractionalorder control systems with repeated poles on the basis on the asymptotic relations presented in [57] . From this theorem, the conditions guaranteeing the boundedness of IAE, ISE, ITAE, and ITSE indices are derived in Table 1 . It is worth mentioning that pre-compensators can be designed to bound the integral performance indices in the fractional-order control systems having infinite indices (See the structure shown in Figure 2) . A method for designing such pre-compensators can be found in [56] . Figure 2 . Using a pre-compensator to guarantee the boundedness of integral performance indices in fractionalorder control systems (A method for designing such a compensator has been presented in [56] ) Table 1 . Condition for guaranteeing the boundedness of well-known integral performance indices in a fractionalorder control system of type number γ
Zero crossing
The term zero crossing in a control system refers to the case that the sign of the system error e(t) reverses [23] . The trade-off between having a control system error with no zero crossing and the boundedness of integral performance indices in fractional-order control systems has been investigated in [57] . The following theorem, restated from [57] , reveals this trade-off. The trade-off between increasing the type number and having no zero crossing has been also discussed in [59] . From results of this paper, Theorem 3.4 is concluded. It is worth mentioning that Theorems 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 are generalizations of the results presented in [30] for integer-order control systems with type numbers not less than 2.
Some results on analysis of system output
In this section, some previously obtained results which are useful in the behavior analysis of fractional-order control systems are summarized. Firstly, in Subsection 4.1 some results on overshooting responses in fractional-order control systems are presented. Then, Subsection 4.2 deals with fractional-order systems with monotonic step responses. Also, some results on fractional-order systems with nonmonotonic step responses are reviewed in Subsection 4.3. Finally, the periodicity of zero input responses in fractional-order systems is discussed in Subsection 4.4.
Overshooting responses
The existence of an overshoot in the responses of some practical systems may be very undesirable (For some examples of these systems, see [45] and [6] ). To avoid of overshooting responses in control systems, any knowledge about the conditions yielding in such responses can be useful [57] . Considering the importance of this issue in control system design, some literature have been presented different conditions for existence of an overshoot in the responses of fractional-order systems. In this subsection, some of these results are restated. At first, consider the following theorem which reveals some sufficient conditions for existence of an overshoot in the step response of fractional-order control systems. 
The step response of the considered control system has an overshoot, if one of the following sets of conditions holds:
The set of sufficient conditions (1) in Theorem 4.1 has been derived in [57] , and the other sets of sufficient conditions of this theorem have been presented in [61] . The following theorem, proved in [57] , introduces another classes of fractional-order control systems having overshooting step responses.
Theorem 4.2. ([57])
A BIBO stable closed-loop control system with the commensurate order α ∈ (1, 2) has an overshooting step response.
The following theorem, restated from [57] , reveals that using a fractionalorder PID controller which its integrator order is more than one results in overshooting step responses in a fractional-order control system. 
Theorem 4.3. ([57]) Assume that the plant in the the BIBO stable control system of Figure 1 is described by a transfer function having a nonzero DC gain (i.e. G(0) = 0), and the controller in this control system is a fractional-order PID in the form
C(s) = k p + k i s λ + k d s μ ,(4.
Monotonic step responses
In this subsection, some conditions for nonexistence of an extrema in the step responses of fractional-order systems are restated. These conditions can be useful in designing fractional-order control systems with monotonic step responses. At first, consider the following theorem which introduces a class of commensurate order systems with extrema-free step responses.
Theorem 4.5. ([55]) A fractional-order control system with the closedloop transfer function T (s) =T (s α ), where α ∈ (0, 1) has a monotonic step response ifT (s) as a stable transfer function has a monotonic step response.
A proof for Theorem 4.5 has been presented in [55] . According to this theorem, a commensurate order control system with an order between zero and one has a monotonic step response if its stable integer-order counterpart has such a step response. Based on Theorem 4.5 and considering the integer-order structures with monotonic step responses which have been introduced in literature, different classes of fractional-order transfer functions with monotonic step responses can be obtained. Some of these fixedstructure classes have been presented in Table 2 (For more details about the structures presented in Table 2 , see Subsection IV.A of [55] ).
Theorem 4.5 can be also helpful in designing fractional-order control systems with monotonic step responses by benefiting from the design methods proposed in the literature of integer-order control systems. For example, in Theorem 3 of [11] it has been shown that for a plant with an integer-order transfer function which has no non-minimum phase zero always a compensator in the structure shown in Figure 3 can be designed such that the closed-loop system is BIBO stable, and has an extrema-free step response. As discussed in Subsection IV.C of [55] , using Theorem 4.5 the aforementioned result can be easily extended for fractional-order plants.
The following theorem reveals this issue.
Theorem 4.6. ([11], [55]) Assume that a plant is described by the fractional-order transfer function
where α ∈ (0, 1), N (.
) and D(.) are two polynomials, and deg(N ) ≤ deg(D).
For controlling this plant, a compensator in the structure shown in Figure  3 can be found such that the compensated system is BIBO stable and has a monotonic step response provided that the polynomial N (.) has no non-minimum phase zero. 
[6], [25] 
[25] Table 2 . Some commensurate order structures with the conditions guaranteeing extrema-free step responses in these structures where α ∈ (0, 1] (In the third column, the original papers deriving these conditions for the case α = 1 have been cited) Figure 3 . Structure of the compensator proposed in [11] to achieve an extrema-free step response
It is worth mentioning that the integer-order compensator design method proposed in [11] can be easily adopted to be used in compensator design for the commensurate order plant of Theorem 4.6.
Another class of commensurate order transfer functions having monotonic step responses can be obtained from results of [47] and [43] . As discussed in [55] , by considering Theorem 4.5 it is concluded that the commensurate order counterpart of the integer-order transfer functions introduced in [47] , [43] also has an extrema-free step responses. This class of commensurate order systems has been introduced in the following theorem. 
be an irreducible transfer function with α ∈ (0, 1), m ≤ n, z i > 0 for i = 1, ..., m, and
Transfer function (4. 3) has a monotonic step response provided that there exists the one-to-one correspondence such that
In [60] , it has been shown that the fractional-order transfer function
where α ≥ β > 0 and z > p ≥ 0 has a monotonic nondecreasing step response. Considering this result and the fact that the product of some transfer functions with monotonic nondecreasing step responses also has a monotonic nondecreasing step response [6] , [47] the following theorem has been obtained in [60] . 
In [60] also by benefiting from the properties of completely and absolutely monotonic functions [38] , [2] , different classes of irrational transfer functions with monotonic step responses have been introduced. Two forms of these classes have been presented in the following theorems. 
has a monotonic nondecreasing step response.
Non-monotonic step responses
In the previous subsection, some classes of fractional-order transfer functions with extrema-free step responses have been introduced. This subsection deals with the classes of fractional-order transfer functions which cannot have monotonic step responses. The first class in this category is introduced in the following theorem which has been proved in [55] . 
Periodicity of zero input responses
As we know, integer-order systems can be considered as a special case for fractional-order systems. But due to the fundamental differences between integer and fractional derivative operators, the properties of fractionalorder systems may be very different from those of integer-order systems. One of these remarkable differences has been revealed in [62] , [53] . As proved in [62] , [53] , [63] contrary to the zero input responses of integerorder systems, these responses in fractional-order systems cannot be exactly periodic. This difference is clarified by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.14. ( [62] , [53] , [63] ) Assume that a fractional-order system is described by the pseudo state space model 
Some additional results
This section summarizes some other results previously obtained on analysis of fractional-order systems. More precisely, Subsection 5.1 reviews some obtained results on disturbance rejection in fractional-order control systems. Also, Subsection 5.2 summarizes the results on analysis of the control input signal in a fractional-order control system. 
Disturbance rejection

Control input signal analysis
Fractional-order control systems have been investigated in [52] from the aspect of control input energy efficiency. In this investigation, the divergent terms of the control signal energy, which is defined for control signal u(t) in the interval [0, T ] by
have been derived. Considering these divergent terms, a fractional-order control system can be compared with an integer-order control system in the viewpoint of control input energy efficiency. This comparison has been done by presenting different examples in [52] . The following theorem, restated from [52] , specifies the divergent terms of the control signal energy in a fractional-order control system. 
Conclusions
This survey paper dealt with time response analysis of fractional-order control systems. In this survey, some of the previously obtained results which are helpful in the behavior analysis of fractional-order control systems were summarized. These results can be used in time response analysis of the error signal, the control signal, and the system output of a fractional-order control system.
